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MIT Press Ltd, United States, 2011. Hardback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 160 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Our
forebears may have had a close connection with the natural
world, but increasingly we experience technological nature.
Children come of age watching digital nature programs on
television. They inhabit virtual lands in digital games. And they
play with robotic animals, purchased at big box stores. Until a
few years ago, hunters could telehunt -- shoot and kill animals in
Texas from a computer anywhere in the world via a Web
interface. Does it matter that much of our experience with
nature is mediated and augmented by technology? In
Technological Nature, Peter Kahn argues that it does, and shows
how it affects our well-being. Kahn describes his investigations
of children s and adults experiences of cutting-edge
technological nature. He and his team installed technological
nature windows (50-inch plasma screens showing high-definition
broadcasts of real-time local nature views) in inside offices on
his university campus and assessed the physiological and
psychological effects on viewers. He studied children s and
adults relationships with the robotic dog AIBO (including
possible benefits for children with autism). And he studied online
telegardening (a pastoral alternative...
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This is the finest book i have got study till now. It usually does not price a lot of. I found out this publication from my i
and dad encouraged this book to understand.
-- Ja m il Collins-- Ja m il Collins

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to
gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i
have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- B r ia n B a uch-- B r ia n B a uch
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